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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR REDUCING 
AUDIO NOISE 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/673,671 ?led on Apr. 21, 2005, 
entitled “SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR REDUCING 
AUDIO NOISE,” Which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] 
[0003] The present disclosure generally relates to signal 
processing, and more particularly, to systems and methods 
for reducing audio noise in signals such as speech commu 
nication signals. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

1. Field 

[0005] Background noise and interference sounds can 
degrade speech quality and intelligibility in speech commu 
nication systems. The presence of background noise and 
interference sound in the absence of speech can also be 
annoying. 
[0006] To address these problems, many speech enhance 
ment and noise reduction (NR) techniques have been pro 
posed With a hope that improving the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) Would improve speech quality and intelligibility. 
HoWever, there is a con?ict betWeen improving SNR and 
speech quality. Although improving SNR makes speech 
sound less noisy, artifacts or distortions associated With 
many available noise reduction and speech enhancement 
algorithms can degrade speech quality, thereby making 
speech sound less pleasant as Well. 

SUMMARY 

[0007] At least some of the foregoing problems can be 
addressed by various embodiments of systems and methods 
for reducing audio noise as disclosed herein. One or more 
sound components such as noise and netWork tone can be 
detected based on poWer spectrum obtained from a time 
domain signal. Results of such detection can be used to 
make decisions in determination of an adjustment spectrum 
that can be applied to the poWer spectrum. The adjusted 
spectrum can be transformed back into a time-domain signal 
that substantially removes undesirable noise(s) and/or 
accounts for knoWn sound components such as the netWork 
tone. 

[0008] One embodiment of the present disclosure relates 
to a system for reducing audio noise. The system includes an 
input component con?gured so as to receive an input time 
domain signal and generate an input frequency-domain 
signal and a poWer spectrum of the input frequency-domain 
signal. The system further includes at least one detection 
component. Each detection component is con?gured so as to 
detect presence of a selected sound component in the poWer 
spectrum. The system further includes an adjustment com 
ponent con?gured so as to generate an adjustment poWer 
spectrum based on detection of the presence of the at least 
one selected sound component and combine the adjustment 
poWer spectrum With the input frequency-domain signal so 
as to generate an output frequency-domain signal. The 
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system further includes an output component con?gured so 
as to generate an output time-domain signal based on the 
output frequency-domain signal. 

[0009] In one embodiment, the input time-domain signal 
includes speech communication signal. 

[0010] In one embodiment, the at least one detection 
component includes at least one of a noise-activity detector, 
a White-noise detector, and a netWork-tone detector. In one 
embodiment, the poWer spectrum has N frequency bins and 
corresponding to N sampled values of the input time-domain 
signal. 
[0011] In one embodiment, the noise-activity detector is 
con?gured so as to compare magnitudes of one or more 
groups the N frequency bins With corresponding selected 
values and generate a noise-activity indicator indicating 
presence or absence of noise-activity in the poWer spectrum. 
In one embodiment, the noise-activity detector is con?gured 
so as to: partition the N frequency bins into a plurality of 
bands; obtain a magnitude value for each of the plurality of 
bands; compare the magnitude value With a threshold value 
for each of the plurality of bands; and determine presence of 
the noise-activity if the magnitude value exceeds the thresh 
old value for a selected number of the plurality of bands. 

[0012] In one embodiment, the White-noise detector is 
con?gured so as to: obtain a current energy value based on 
a sum of the N frequency bins; obtain a difference betWeen 
the current energy value from a previous energy value, the 
difference having a positive value; and generate a White 
noise indicator indicating presence of White-noise in the 
poWer spectrum if the difference is greater than a selected 
value. 

[0013] In one embodiment, the netWork-tone detector is 
con?gured so as to: identify a selected bin having the 
maximum value from the N frequency bins; and generate a 
netWork-tone indicator indicating presence of netWork-tone 
in the poWer spectrum if the selected bin satis?es one or 
more conditions. In one embodiment, the netWork-tone 
indicator is generated if the selected bin has not changed by 
more than a selected amount and if the selected bin is Within 
a range of frequency corresponding to the netWork-tone. 

[0014] In one embodiment, the adjustment poWer spec 
trum includes an estimated poWer spectrum that is adjusted 
based on the detection of one or more of the selected sound 
components. In one embodiment, the adjustment of the 
estimated poWer spectrum includes scaling the estimated 
poWer spectrum by a selected amount if netWork-tone is not 
detected by the netWork-tone detector and noise-activity is 
detected by the noise-activity detector. In one embodiment, 
the adjustment of the estimated poWer spectrum further 
includes adjusting for White-noise if netWork-tone is not 
detected by the netWork-tone detector and the White-noise is 
detected by the White-noise detector. 

[0015] In one embodiment, the system further includes a 
re-convergence component con?gured so as to alloW by 
passing of the at least one detection component and the 
adjustment component based on the input time-domain 
signal. In one embodiment, the by-passing is performed if a 
selected value representative of the input time-domain signal 
remains less than a threshold value for a selected period of 
time. In one embodiment, the threshold value is substantially 
Zero. 
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[0016] One embodiment of the present disclosure relates 
to a method for reducing audio noise. The method includes 
receiving an input time-domain signal and generating an 
input frequency-domain signal and a poWer spectrum of the 
input frequency-domain signal. The method further includes 
detecting presence of one or more sound components in the 
poWer spectrum. The method further includes generating an 
adjustment poWer spectrum based on detection of the pres 
ence of the one or more sound components. The method 
further includes combining the adjustment poWer spectrum 
With the input frequency-domain signal so as to generate an 
output frequency-domain signal. The method further 
includes generating an output time-domain signal based on 
the output frequency-domain signal. 

[0017] In one embodiment, the input time-domain signal 
includes speech communication signal. 

[0018] In one embodiment, the one or more sound com 
ponents include at least one of a noise-activity, a White 
noise, and a netWork-tone. In one embodiment, the poWer 
spectrum has N frequency bins and corresponding to N 
sampled values of the input time-domain signal. 

[0019] In one embodiment, the noise-activity is detected 
by comparing magnitudes of one or more groups the N 
frequency bins With corresponding selected values and gen 
erating a noise-activity indicator indicating presence or 
absence of the noise-activity in the poWer spectrum. In one 
embodiment, the noise-activity is detected by: partitioning 
the N frequency bins into a plurality of bands; obtaining a 
magnitude value for each of the plurality of bands; compar 
ing the magnitude value With a threshold value for each of 
the plurality of bands; and determining presence of the 
noise-activity if the magnitude value exceeds the threshold 
value for a selected number of the plurality of bands. 

[0020] In one embodiment, the White-noise is detected by: 
obtaining a current energy value based on a sum of the N 
frequency bins; obtaining a difference betWeen the current 
energy value from a previous energy value, the difference 
having a positive value; and generating a White-noise indi 
cator indicating presence of White-noise in the poWer spec 
trum if the difference is greater than a selected value. 

[0021] In one embodiment, the netWork-tone is detected 
by: identifying a selected bin having the maximum value 
from the N frequency bins; and generating a netWork-tone 
indicator indicating presence of netWork-tone in the poWer 
spectrum if the selected bin satis?es one or more conditions. 
In one embodiment, the netWork-tone indicator is generated 
if the selected bin has not changed by more than a selected 
amount and if the selected bin is Within a range of frequency 
corresponding to the netWork-tone. 

[0022] In one embodiment, the adjustment poWer spec 
trum includes an estimated poWer spectrum that is adjusted 
based on the detection of one or more of the sound compo 
nents. In one embodiment, the adjustment of the estimated 
poWer spectrum includes scaling the estimated poWer spec 
trum by a selected amount if the netWork-tone is not detected 
and the noise-activity is detected. In one embodiment, the 
adjustment of the estimated poWer spectrum further includes 
adjusting for the White-noise if the netWork-tone is not 
detected and the White-noise is detected. 

[0023] In one embodiment, the method further includes 
by-passing of the detecting based on the input time-domain 
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signal. In one embodiment, the by-passing is performed if a 
selected value representative of the input time-domain signal 
remains less than a threshold value for a selected period of 
time. In one embodiment, the threshold value is substantially 
Zero. 

[0024] One embodiment of the present disclosure relates 
to a system for reducing audio noise. The system includes an 
input component con?gured so as to receive an input signal 
and generate a poWer spectrum corresponding to the input 
signal, Where the input signal has a signal-to-noise ratio. The 
system further includes a detector con?gured so as to detect 
presence of one or more sound components in the poWer 
spectrum. The detection is performed While maintaining the 
signal-to-noise ratio of the input signal at a substantially the 
same level. 

[0025] One embodiment of the present disclosure relates 
to a system for reducing audio noise. The system includes 
means for generating a poWer spectrum corresponding to an 
input signal. The system further includes means for detect 
ing one or more sound components in the poWer spectrum. 
The system further includes means for adjusting the input 
signal based on detection of the one or more sound com 

ponents. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0026] FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of one embodiment 
of a system having various components con?gured to iden 
tify one or more sound components in a signal such as an 
audio communication signal; 

[0027] FIG. 2 shoWs one embodiment of a process that 
can be performed by the system of FIG. 1; 

[0028] FIG. 3 shoWs one example embodiment of the 
system of FIG. 1; 

[0029] FIGS. 4A and 4B shoW an example response of an 
example ?ltering component that can be used to condition 
the signal for further processing; 

[0030] FIG. 5 shoWs one embodiment of a detector com 
ponent that can be con?gured to detect White noise in a 
poWer spectrum corresponding to the signal; 

[0031] FIG. 6 shoWs one embodiment of a detector com 
ponent that can be con?gured to detect noise activity in a 
poWer spectrum corresponding to the signal; 

[0032] FIG. 7 shoWs one embodiment of a detector com 
ponent that can be con?gured to detect netWork tone in a 
poWer spectrum corresponding to the signal; 

[0033] FIG. 8 shoWs that in one embodiment, results from 
different detector components can be used to determine an 
adjustment poWer spectrum that can be applied to the signal; 
and 

[0034] FIG. 9 shoWs another example embodiment of the 
system of FIG. 1. 

[0035] These and other aspects, advantages, and novel 
features of the present teachings Will become apparent upon 
reading the folloWing detailed description and upon refer 
ence to the accompanying draWings. In the draWings, similar 
elements have similar reference numerals. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0036] The present disclosure generally relates to noise 
reduction technology. In some embodiments, various fea 
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tures and techniques of the present disclosure can be imple 
mented on speech communication devices such as tele 
phonic devices (Wireless or Wire-based), radio-based 
devices, hearing aids, and the like. 

[0037] FIG. 1 shoWs a block diagram of one embodiment 
of a system 100 having various components that facilitate 
detection of one or more selected sound components present 
in an input signal, and adjustment of the input signal based 
on such detected sound components. In one embodiment, the 
selected sound components can include noise. In one 
embodiment, the selected sound components can include 
arti?cially introduced sound such as a network tone. 

[0038] For the purpose of description herein, a time 
domain signal is indicated as S(n), and a frequency-domain 
counterpart is indicated as S(k). The S(k) includes both 
magnitude and phase information; and thus can be referred 
to as a vector quantity or a complex signal. The squared 
magnitude portion of S(k) is commonly referred to as a 
poWer spectrum, and indicated as PoWS(k). For the purpose 
of description herein, a “poWer spectrum” can be obtained 
from the magnitude, square-of-magnitude, or any magni 
tude-based quantity. 

[0039] Thus, as shoWn in FIG. 1, one embodiment of the 
system 100 receives an input signal X(n), obtains a complex 
signal X(k), determines a poWer spectrum PoWX(k) of X(k), 
determines an adjustment poWer spectrum PoWA(k) based 
on PoWX(k), and adjusts X(k) based on the adjustment 
poWer spectrum PoWA(k) to yield an adjusted complex 
signal Y(k). The adjusted complex signal Y(k) can be 
converted back to its time-domain counterpart Y(n). 

[0040] In one embodiment, the system 100 includes an 
input component 102, a detection component 104, an adjust 
ment component 106, and an output component 110 that can 
provide the foregoing functionalities. In one embodiment, 
the system can also include a bypass component 112. These 
components are described beloW in greater detail. 

[0041] In some embodiments, functionalities of various 
features are described herein as being achieved or facilitated 
by a processor, a component, and/or a module. For the 
purpose of description herein, a processor can include one or 
more processing devices and/or one or more processes. 
Similarly, a component or a module can include one or more 

devices and/or one or more processes. 

[0042] Also, different components can exist either as sepa 
rate devices or as part of a same device. Moreover, some of 
the components can exist as part of one device While other 
component(s) is (are) part of one or more devices. 

[0043] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the input signal X(n) is shoWn 
to be received by the input component 102 that generates a 
corresponding complex signal X(k) and its poWer spectrum 
PoWX(k). The poWer spectrum PoWX(k) is shoWn to be 
received by the detection component 104 that generates one 
or more detection results. The one or more detection results 

are shoWn to be received by the adjustment component 106 
that generates an adjustment poWer spectrum PoWA(k) 
based on the one or more detection results. The adjustment 

poWer spectrum PoWA(k) can be combined With the com 
plex signal X(k) so as to yield an adjusted complex signal 
Y(k). The adjusted complex signal Y(k) is shoWn to be 
received by the output component 110 that generates an 
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output time-domain signal Y(n) corresponding to the 
adjusted complex signal Y(k). 
[0044] In one embodiment, as shoWn in FIG. 1, the input 
component 102 can provide a signal X'(n), that may or may 
not be the same as the input X(n), to the bypass component 
112 that can determine Whether adjustment to X(k) is to be 
made (indicated by an arroW 114) or to reset system states 
and bypass the adjustment process (indicated by an arroW 
116). 
[0045] FIG. 2 shoWs one embodiment of a process 120 
that can be performed by one embodiment of the system 100 
of FIG. 1. In a process block 122, a complex frequency 
domain signal is obtained from an input time-domain signal. 
In a process block 124, a poWer spectrum of the complex 
frequency-domain signal is obtained. In a process block 126, 
presence of at least one selected sound component is 
detected based on the poWer spectrum. In a process block 
128 an adjustment poWer spectrum is generated based on the 
detection of the at least one selected sound component. In a 
process block 130, the complex frequency-domain signal is 
combined With the adjustment poWer spectrum to generate 
an output complex frequency-domain signal. In a process 
block 132, an output time-domain signal is generated from 
the output complex frequency-domain signal. 

[0046] FIG. 3 shoWs one example embodiment of the 
system 100 that can perform the process 120 of FIG. 2. In 
the example of FIG. 3, the various components described 
above in reference to FIG. 1 are not necessarily identi?ed. 
It Will be understood, hoWever, that various functionalities 
of the process 120 can be achieved by the example shoWn in 
FIG. 3. 

[0047] In one embodiment, an input time-domain signal 
can be sampled as frames. The example con?guration shoWn 
in FIG. 3 folloWs processing of a frame 142 of the input 
signal. For the purpose of description herein, it Will be 
assumed that the input frame 142 has 64 sample values for 
the case of an example 8 kHZ sampling rate. HoWever, it Will 
be understood that other sampling values are possible. 

[0048] In FIG. 3, the input frame of the signal is depicted 
as X(n). In the description herein, X(n) is sometimes 
referred to as simply the input signal or input time-domain 
signal. 

[0049] In one embodiment, the input signal X(n) can be 
?ltered to remove certain noise(s). For example, high-pass 
?ltering (HPF, depicted as block 144) can be performed to 
?lter out DC component and some loW frequency noise. 

[0050] In some applications, such as Digital Enhanced 
Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) system, the input 
signal can have a tonal noise at about 100 HZ. To handle such 
an example noise, the example HPF 144 can be con?gured 
to have a valley at about 100 HZ in its frequency response, 
as shoWn in FIGS. 4A and 4B. 

[0051] In one embodiment, the ?ltered signal X'(n) can be 
decomposed into a frame of N samples (N=l28) With an 
N/2-sample overlap. In one embodiment, such frame can 
undergo hanning WindoWing (block 146) and l28-FFT 
(block 148) to obtain a complex signal (also referred to as 
complex spectrum) X(k) (block 150). 
[0052] In one embodiment, as further shoWn in FIG. 3, a 
poWer spectrum PoWX(k) (k=l, 2, . . . ,N/2) can be obtained 
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(block 152) based on the N-point FFT (block 148), Where k 
represents the frequency bin With a value of k*fS/N (HZ), 
With fS being the sampling rate. 

[0053] Based on the input power spectrum PoWX(k), 
example detectorsinoise activity detector (block 154), 
White noise detector (block 156), and netWork tone detector 
(block 158)ican determine noise activity, White noise, and 
netWork tone. Based on such determination, the detectors 
154, 156, and 158 can generate output ?ags N_Flag, 
W_Flag, and T_Flag, respectively. These example detectors 
are described beloW in greater detail. 

[0054] In one embodiment, the noise activity detector 152 
and the White noise detector can be designed for the residual 
noise reduction. In one embodiment, the output(s) from any 
one of or any combination of the noise activity detector 154, 
White noise detector 156, and netWork tone detector 158 can 
be used for noise poWer estimation and its spectral gain 
estimation. For example, in one embodiment, outputs from 
all three detectors 154, 156, 158 can be used for noise poWer 
estimation and its spectral gain estimation. In one embodi 
ment, the output from the netWork tone detector 158 can be 
used for noise poWer estimation and its spectral gain esti 
mation. 

[0055] In one embodiment, as further shoWn in FIG. 3, the 
outputs of the detectors 154, 156, and 158 (including their 
respective output ?ags) are shoWn to be provided to an 
adjustment poWer spectrum generator 160. The poWer spec 
trum PoWX(k) is also shoWn to be provided to the adjust 
ment poWer spectrum generator 160. 

[0056] The adjustment poWer spectrum generator 160 is 
shoWn to include functionalities that include multi-decision 
fusion (block 162), noise poWer spectrum estimation (164), 
and spectral gain estimation (block 166). Although FIG. 3 
shoWs a particular example “?ow” (by Way of example 
arroWs), it Will be understood that the various functionalities 
of the adjustment poWer spectrum generator 160 do not 
necessarily folloW such path(s). 

[0057] In one embodiment, the adjustment poWer spec 
trum generator 160 ?rst generates an estimate of a noise 
poWer spectrum 164. In one embodiment, the noise poWer 
spectrum can be estimated by the folloWing example tech 
nique: (I) obtain poWer spectra for M frames (for example, 
M=8, including the current frame PoWX(k) and the 7 pre 
vious frames); for each frequency bin, obtain the minimum 
value among the M frames; and form the estimated noise 
poWer spectrum by collecting the minimum values of the 
frequency bins. For example, if bin-1 has a minimum value 
of 2.2 from frame-7, bin-2 has a minimum value of 1.5 from 
frame-2, and so on, then the estimated noise poWer spectrum 
Will have values 2.2 for bin-1, 1.5 for bin-2, and so on. 

[0058] In one embodiment, the adjustment poWer spec 
trum generator 160 adjusts the estimated noise poWer spec 
trum (164) by spectral gain (166). The spectral gain can be 
determined based on some knoWn technique, and/or based 
on some decision(s) (162) involving the outputs of the 
detectors 154, 156, and 158. For example, spectral gain 
(mSpectralGain(k) for each bin) can be calculated based on 
the approach shoWn in “Speech enhancement using a mini 
mum mean square error short-time spectral amplitude esti 
mat0r,” by Y. Ephraim and D. Malah, IEEE Trans. Ac0ust., 
Speech, Signal Processing, vol. ASSP-32 (6), pp. 1109 
1121, December 1984, the entirety of Which is hereby 
incorporated herein by reference. An example of the detec 
tion-based determination of gains for adjusting the noise 
poWer spectrum is described beloW in greater detail. 
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[0059] In one embodiment, as further shoWn in FIG. 3, the 
input complex spectrum X(k) (from block 150) can undergo 
frequency-domain ?ltering (block 166) Where the spectral 
gain thus obtained (in block 164) is applied to X(k). For 
example, the spectral gain for the k-th frequency bin can be 
calculated as folloWs: 

Where Ratio(k,m)=0t*mSpectralGain(k,m 
l)*PoWX(k)*y+(l—ot)*P[PoWX(k)]. 

The parameter a is a so-called “forgetting factor” (0<0t<l, 
0t=0.98 is one example); y is a constant (for example, 
0.0243). P[PoWX(k)] is a rectifying function, Where one 
example can be max(0.0, PoWX(k)*y/EstimatedNoise 
PoW(k)—l). In this example, mSpectralGain(k, 0) is initial 
iZed as Zero. An output of the ?ltering 166 is shoWn to be an 
output complex spectrum (also referred to as complex 
signal) Y(k). 

[0060] In one embodiment, as further shoWn in FIG. 3, the 
output complex spectrum Y(k) can be processed further by, 
for example, N-point IFFT (block 168) to map onto time 
domain. In one embodiment, an overlap-add (block 170) 
technique can be used to reconstruct a frame of samples 
(block 172) that represents a noise-reduced time-domain 
signal Y(n). 

[0061] In one embodiment, as further shoWn in FIG. 3, a 
bypass or a re-convergence mechanism can Work as folloWs. 
A summation of the absolute value of the X'(n) frame, 
InstantLevelSum, can be calculated in block 180. Similar 
value(s) for one or more previous frame(s) can also be 
obtained. A decision block 182 determines Whether the value 
InstantLevelSum=0.0 or less than a selected value for a 

certain period (for example, 80 ms), based on the current 
value and the one or more previous values. If “Yes,” then 
system states can be reset, and the noise reduction process 
ing can be bypassed. In such a situation, Y(k) can be 
assigned X(k), and be processed so as to generate Y(n) as 
described above. If “No,” the noise poWer spectrum estima 
tion and/ or the spectral gain determination can be performed 
based on the poWer spectrum PoWX(k) as described above. 

[0062] FIG. 5 shoWs one embodiment of the White noise 
detector 200 described above in reference to FIG. 3 (156). 
A summing component 202 is shoWn to receive the poWer 
spectrum PoWX(k) and sum the bins (in this example, 64 
bins), and provide the sum 

to a smoother 204. The smoother 204 is shoWn to receive a 
parameter kAlphaW and the sum 
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to generate a quantity mSmoothedInstantEnergy that can be 
expressed as 

mSmoolhedInsmnlEnergy : 

64 

kAlphaW * mSm00thedInstantEnergy+ (l — kAlphaW) * Z P0wX(k). 
/<:1 

In one embodiment, the parameter kAlphaW has a value of 
about 0.94818, and the quantity mSmoothedInstantEnergy is 
initialized as Zero. 

[0063] As further shoWn in FIG. 5, an absolute value 
(208) of the difference (206) betWeen mSmoothedInstan 
tEnergy and an old value oldSmoothedInstantEnergy is 
depicted as having a value “A.” A value “B” is de?ned as a 
product (214) of oldSmoothedInstantEnergy and a param 
eter kEnvelopeRatio. In one embodiment, kEnvelopeRatio 
has a value of about 0.0284. The values A and B are 
compared in a decision block 210. If A is less than B, then 
a counter m WhiteNoiseFrameCount (Which is initialiZed as 

Zero) is incremented by 1 (216). OtherWise, the counter m 
WhiteNoiseFrameCount is re-set to Zero (218). 

[0064] As further shoWn in FIG. 5, the current value of the 
counter mWhiteNoiseFrameCount is compared to a selected 
count value kNumWhiteNoiseFrames in a decision block 
220. In one embodiment, kNumWhiteNoiseFrames has a 
value of 38. If mWhiteNoiseFrameCount is greater than or 
equal to kNumWhiteNoiseFrames, then White noise is con 
sidered to exist, and the ?ag W_Flag is set at an example 
value of “1” (222). The counter m WhiteNoiseFrameCount 
is also set to the value kNumWhiteNoiseFrames. If mWhit 
eNoiseFrameCount is less than kNumWhiteNoiseFrames, 
then the existence of White noise is not declared, and the ?ag 
W_Flag is set at “0” (224). The current value mSmoothed 
InstantEnergy noW becomes the old value oldSmoothedIn 
stantEnergy (226) for analysis of the next frame. 

[0065] FIG. 6 shoWs one embodiment of the noise activity 
detector 230 described above in reference to FIG. 3 (154). 
The poWer spectrum PoWX(k) (232) With the example 64 
bins is shoWn to have the 64 bins partitioned into 4 example 
bands (i=1 to 4) (234). For each band (i-th band), the poWer 
summation of the in-band bins is processed by the square 
root operation block 236 so as to generate a value Mag_i for 
the i-th band. In one embodiment, the value Mag_i is 
provided to a smoother block 238 that also receives a 
parameter kAlphaNad (240). In one embodiment, kAlpha 
Nad has a value of about 0.55. The smoother 238 calculates 
a smoothed magnitude value sMag_i based on Mag_i and 
kAlphaNad as 

sMagi=kAlphaNad*sMagi+(1—kAlphaNad)* Magi. 

Note that i=1 to 4 are for the four example bands. In one 
embodiment, the value of sMag_i is initialiZed With a value 
of about 0.925. 

[0066] In one embodiment, a minimum value of sMag_i is 
maintained and updated for a selected period (for example, 
30 frames). Thus, the current value of sMag_i from the 
smoother 238 can be compared With the existing minimum 
to see if the minimum value MinMag_i should be updated 
(242). The current value of sMag_i is compared (244) to a 
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threshold value (246) (for example, a selected parameter 
multiplied by MinMag_i). If sMag_i is greater than the 
threshold value, noise activity is considered to exist, and the 
?ag N_Flag is set to “1” for the decision fusion as described 
herein. OtherWise, N_Flag is set to 

[0067] FIG. 7 shoWs one embodiment of the netWork tone 
detector 250 described above in reference to FIG. 3 (158). 
As described herein, the netWork tone detector 250, or 
variations thereof, can provide a simple and effective net 
Work tone detection algorithm. One or more functionalities 
provided by the netWork tone detector 250 can also be 
combined With spectral subtraction based noise reduction 
technique, so as to achieve effective noise reduction While 
maintaining the netWork tone information in systems such as 
telephone systems. Moreover, the netWork tone detection 
algorithm can be generaliZed to be integrated With echo 
cancellation schemes so as to provide better echo cancella 
tion Without losing any useful information. 

[0068] In one embodiment, folloWing parameters can be 
de?ned for the purpose of describing FIG. 7. Parameter 
mInPsdMaxIndex is the frequency bin number for the cur 
rent frame, Where this bin is of the maximum energy in the 
example 64 frequency-bins. Parameter oldInPsdMaxIndex 
represents the frequency bin, Which has maximum energy 
for the previous frame. Parameter mMaxPsdRatio is a tun 
able positive factor betWeen 0.0 and 1.0. Parameters kNLoW 
and kNHigh de?ne a frequency range in Which netWork 
tones are located; kNLoW de?nes the minimum frequency, 
and kNHigh de?nes the maximum frequency. Parameter 
mToneFrameCount is a counter that represents hoW many 
consecutive frames meet the requirements of netWork tone. 
Parameter kNumToneFrames is a threshold value. T_Flag is 
a detected ?ag, Where value of 1 means the current frame is 
considered to have netWork tone; otherWise, the current 
frame is considered not to have netWork tone. 

[0069] In one embodiment, as shoWn in FIG. 7, netWork 
tone can be detected in the folloWing manner. In a process 
block 252, the bin having the maximum value for PoWX(k) 
(k=1 to 64 in the example con?guration) can be identi?ed, 
and the corresponding bin number k can be denoted as 
mInPsdMaxIndex. An absolute value (256) of the difference 
(254) betWeen mInPsdMaxIndex and oldInPsdMaxIndex is 
indicated as “A.” Thus, A=[mInPsdMaxIndex-oldInPsd 
MaxIndex]. A product (258) of mInPsdMaxIndex and 
mMaxPsdRatio is indicated as “B.” Thus, 
B=mInPsdMaxIndex*mMaxPsdRatio. 

[0070] In a decision block 260, folloWing conditions are 
checked: (A<B) and (kNLoW<=mInPsdMaxIndex<=kN 
High). The condition (A<B) checks to see hoW much the 
current bin having the maximum value has changed from the 
previous bin. The condition (kNLoW<=mInPsdMaxIndex<= 
kNHigh) checks to see if the maximum-value bin is Within 
the knoWn netWork tone frequency range. 

[0071] If both conditions are met, the current frame is 
considered to have a netWork tone, and the frame counter 
mToneFrameCount is incremented by 1 (264). OtherWise, 
the current frame is considered not to have a netWork tone, 
and the frame counter mToneFrameCount is reset to Zero 

(262). 
[0072] Decision block 266 determines Whether to set 
T_Flag as “1” (network tone present in the signal) or “0” 
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(network tone not present in the signal). T_Flag is set to “1” 
(268) if mToneFrameCount>=kNumToneFrames, and “0” 
(270) otherwise. For both cases, the current value of mInPs 
dMaxIndex is set to be the old value oldInPsdMaxIndex 
(272) for the analysis of the next frame. 

[0073] In one embodiment, the following values can be 
used: mMaxPsdRatio =0.21 ; kNumToneFrames=19; 
kNLow=2 and kNHigh=15 (for the example 128-FFT). 
[0074] FIG. 8 shows one embodiment (280) of the 
example of the detection-based determination of gains 
referred to above in reference to FIG. 3. mSpectralGain(k) 
is a gain for the k-th bin that can be applied to the same bin 
of the noise power spectrum estimated in block 164 of FIG. 
3. mSpectralGain(k) is shown to be adjusted based on the 
result of a decision block 282, where the following condi 
tions are tested: ((T_Flag=0) and (N_Flag=l)) or (Is the 
current frame at the ?rst M frames?). In one embodiment, 
M=9. 

[0075] If the answer to the decision block 282 is “Yes,” 
mSpectralGain(k) is scaled (284) by a factor mNoiseActivi 
tyGain (in one example, 0.2<mNoiseActivityGain<=1.0). In 
one embodiment, mNoiseActivityGain has a value of about 
0.50. Then, another set of conditions are tested in a decision 
block 286. If the answer to the decision block 282 is “No,” 
the decision block 286 is invoked directly. 

[0076] The decision block tests the following conditions: 
(T_Flag=0) and (W_Flag=l). If the answer is “Yes,” mSpec 
tralGain(k) is assigned a value mWhiteNoiseSpectralGain 
that can be estimated as mMinSpectralGain*mGainW (288). 
In one embodiment, mMinSpectralGain has a value of about 
0.25, and mGainW has a value of about 0.891. If the answer 
is “No,” mSpectralGain(k) is subjected to a clipper 290 in 
the following example manner. If mSpectralGain(k) is less 
than mMinSpectralGain, then mSpectralGain(k)=mMin 
SpectralGain; if mSpectralGain(k) is larger than 1.0, then 
mSpectralGain(k)=1.0 for all values of k (in this example, 1 
to 64). 

[0077] FIG. 9 shows that in one embodiment, a system 
300 can be con?gured similar to the system 100 described 
above. The system 300 is shown to have a network tone 
detector 302 that can provide the T_Flag for decision 
making, where such ?ag is determined based on the power 
spectrum PowX(k). As with the example system 100, the 
decision making can involve selected spectral gain adjust 
ment based on the presence or absence of the network tone. 
In one embodiment, a decision making process similar to 
that of FIG. 8 can be usediwhere decisions are made based 
on T_Flag but not on other detector ?ag(s)ito determine 
different values for spectral gain adjustment. 

[0078] Based on the foregoing, one can see that the 
spectral gain to be applied in each frequency bin can depend 
on not only the noise power estimation, but also one or more 
detections and their corresponding decisions. Although 
white noise, noise activity, and network tone were discussed 
as examples, other types of noisesisuch as residual noise, 
strong noise, moderate noise, and weak noise4can be 
handled as well. With information fusion of these decisions, 
the total decision error can be reduced or minimized and an 
improved or optimiZed ?ltering gain can be obtained for a 
given system. 
[0079] By implementing various combinations of the fea 
tures of the present disclosure, very good voice quality can 
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be obtained, with effective noise suppression of 12-20 dB for 
stationary noise (adjustable suppression amount), since the 
gain used in spectral ?ltering is not simply from noise 
estimation but can be determined by integration of the noise 
power estimation with other one or more detections and their 
corresponding decisions. 

[0080] Moreover, the following are some non-limiting 
notable features of the present disclosure: (1) various fea 
tures of the present disclosure are generally input level 
independent, and thus, information from detection(s) and 
decision(s) can be used to normaliZe related power estima 
tion(s); (2) various features of the present disclosure are 
generally can avoid the distortions associated with AGC 
(automatic gain control, where signal-to-noise ratio of the 
input signal is changed before noise reduction processing 
applied); (3) computational complexity can be low, since the 
techniques of the present disclosure are based on power 
spectrum, instead of magnitude spectrum used in many other 
available NR systems (including the computation-intensive 
AGC); (4) network tone can be preserved in the receive path 
of phone applications, since an effective network tone detec 
tion and related functionalities are provided; (5) rapid and 
adjustable convergence time, ?exible controllability, re 
convergence, and initial convergence can be achieved, since 
various associated parameters can be adaptively changed 
according to various decision results. 

[0081] In one embodiment, one or more of the features 
described herein can also be implemented in multi-channel 
communication systems. In multi-channel case, the infor 
mation fusion can be made among not only multi-detection 
of one channel, but also among multi-channels. 

[0082] With respect to the network tone detector, follow 
ing can be noted. If network tone appears, the noise reduc 
tion scheme can treat input as useful signal and switch to use 
different spectral gains so as to keep the network-tone 
unreduced. With this, the noise reduction scheme can not 
only increase SNR, but also keep the network tone infor 
mation available during other available noise reduction 
algorithms. 
[0083] Also, because the network tone detector is based on 
spectra that are available in spectral subtraction based noise 
reduction algorithms, no extra computation is needed to 
obtain power (or magnitude) spectrum. As a result, the 
network tone detector can be simple and be easily imple 
mented many applications. Moreover, the network tone 
detector can be simply added to existing signal-channel 
noise reduction schemes. Moreover, the network tone detec 
tor and related algorithm(s) can be generaliZed to integration 
of frequency-domain based echo cancellation schemes 
found in some telephone systems. Also, the technique can 
also be used for signaling detectors, etc. 

[0084] In general, it will be appreciated that the processors 
can include, by way of example, computers, program logic, 
or other substrate con?gurations representing data and 
instructions, which operate as described herein. In other 
embodiments, the processors can include controller cir 
cuitry, processor circuitry, processors, general purpose 
single-chip or multi-chip microprocessors, digital signal 
processors, embedded microprocessors, microcontrollers 
and the like. 

[0085] Furthermore, it will be appreciated that in one 
embodiment, the program logic may advantageously be 
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implemented as one or more components. The components 
may advantageously be con?gured to execute on one or 
more processors. The components include, but are not 
limited to, software or hardWare components, modules such 
as software modules, object-oriented softWare components, 
class components and task components, processes methods, 
functions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of 
program code, drivers, ?rmWare, microcode, circuitry, data, 
databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 

[0086] Although the above-disclosed embodiments have 
shoWn, described, and pointed out the fundamental novel 
features of the invention as applied to the above-disclosed 
embodiments, it should be understood that various omis 
sions, substitutions, and changes in the form of the detail of 
the devices, systems, and/or methods shoWn may be made 
by those skilled in the art Without departing from the scope 
of the invention. Consequently, the scope of the invention 
should not be limited to the foregoing description, but 
should be de?ned by the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A system for reducing audio noise, comprising: 

an input component con?gured so as to receive an input 
time-domain signal and generate an input frequency 
domain signal and a poWer spectrum of said input 
frequency-domain signal; 

at least one detection component, each con?gured so as to 
detect presence of a selected sound component in said 
poWer spectrum; 

an adjustment component con?gured so as to: 

generate an adjustment poWer spectrum based on detec 
tion of said presence of said at least one selected 
sound component; 

combine said adjustment poWer spectrum With said 
input frequency-domain signal so as to generate an 
output frequency-domain signal; 

an output component con?gured so as to generate an 
output time-domain signal based on said output fre 
quency-domain signal. 

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein said input time-domain 
signal comprises speech communication signal. 

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein said at least one 
detection component comprises at least one of a noise 
activity detector, a White-noise detector, and a netWork-tone 
detector. 

4. The system of claim 3, Wherein said poWer spectrum 
comprises N frequency bins and corresponding to N 
sampled values of said input time-domain signal. 

5. The system of claim 4, Wherein said noise-activity 
detector is con?gured so as to compare magnitudes of one or 
more groups said N frequency bins With corresponding 
selected values and generate a noise-activity indicator indi 
cating presence or absence of noise-activity in said poWer 
spectrum. 

6. The system of claim 5, Wherein said noise-activity 
detector is con?gured so as to: 

partition said N frequency bins into a plurality of bands; 

obtain a magnitude value for each of said plurality of 
bands; 
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compare said magnitude value With a threshold value for 
each of said plurality of bands; and 

determine presence of said noise-activity if said magni 
tude value exceeds said threshold value for a selected 
number of said plurality of bands. 

7. The system of claim 4, Wherein said White-noise 
detector is con?gured so as to: 

obtain a current energy value based on a sum of said N 

frequency bins; 

obtain a difference betWeen said current energy value 
from a previous energy value, said di?ference having a 
positive value; and 

generate a White-noise indicator indicating presence of 
White-noise in said poWer spectrum if said difference is 
greater than a selected value. 

8. The system of claim 4, Wherein said netWork-tone 
detector is con?gured so as to: 

identify a selected bin having the maximum value from 
said N frequency bins; and 

generate a netWork-tone indicator indicating presence of 
netWork-tone in said poWer spectrum if said selected 
bin satis?es one or more conditions. 

9. The system of claim 8, Wherein said netWork-tone 
indicator is generated if said selected bin has not changed by 
more than a selected amount and if said selected bin is 
Within a range of frequency corresponding to said network 
tone. 

10. The system of claim 4, Wherein said adjustment poWer 
spectrum comprises an estimated poWer spectrum that is 
adjusted based on said detection of one or more of said 
selected sound components. 

11. The system of claim 10, Wherein said adjustment of 
said estimated poWer spectrum comprises scaling said esti 
mated poWer spectrum by a selected amount if netWork-tone 
is not detected by said netWork-tone detector and noise 
activity is detected by said noise-activity detector. 

12. The system of claim 11, Wherein said adjustment of 
said estimated poWer spectrum further comprises adjusting 
for White-noise if netWork-tone is not detected by said 
netWork-tone detector and said White-noise is detected by 
said White-noise detector. 

13. The system of claim 1, further comprising a re 
convergence component con?gured so as to alloW by-pass 
ing of said at least one detection component and said 
adjustment component based on said input time-domain 
signal. 

14. The system of claim 13, Wherein said by-passing is 
performed if a selected value representative of said input 
time-domain signal remains less than a threshold value for 
a selected period of time. 

15. The system of claim 14, Wherein said threshold value 
is substantially Zero. 

16. A method for reducing audio noise, comprising: 

receiving an input time-domain signal and generating an 
input frequency-domain signal and a poWer spectrum 
of said input frequency-domain signal; 

detecting presence of one or more sound components in 
said poWer spectrum; 
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generating an adjustment power spectrum based on detec 
tion of said presence of said one or more sound 
components; 

combining said adjustment poWer spectrum With said 
input frequency-domain signal so as to generate an 
output frequency-domain signal; and 

generating an output time-domain signal based on said 
output frequency-domain signal. 

17. The method of claim 16, Wherein said input time 
domain signal comprises speech communication signal. 

18. The method of claim 16, Wherein said one or more 
sound components comprises at least one of a noise-activity, 
a White-noise, and a netWork-tone. 

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein said poWer spectrum 
comprises N frequency bins and corresponding to N 
sampled values of said input time-domain signal. 

20. The method of claim 19, Wherein said noise-activity 
is detected by comparing magnitudes of one or more groups 
said N frequency bins With corresponding selected values 
and generating a noise-activity indicator indicating presence 
or absence of said noise-activity in said poWer spectrum. 

21. The method of claim 20, Wherein said noise-activity 
is detected by: 

partitioning said N frequency bins into a plurality of 
bands; 

obtaining a magnitude value for each of said plurality of 
bands; 

comparing said magnitude value With a threshold value 
for each of said plurality of bands; and 

determining presence of said noise-activity if said mag 
nitude value exceeds said threshold value for a selected 
number of said plurality of bands. 

22. The method of claim 19, Wherein said White-noise is 
detected by: 

obtaining a current energy value based on a sum of said 
N frequency bins; 

obtaining a difference betWeen said current energy value 
from a previous energy value, said difference having a 
positive value; and 

generating a White-noise indicator indicating presence of 
White-noise in said poWer spectrum if said difference is 
greater than a selected value. 

23. The method of claim 19, Wherein said netWork-tone is 
detected by: 

identifying a selected bin having the maximum value 
from said N frequency bins; and 
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generating a netWork-tone indicator indicating presence 
of netWork-tone in said poWer spectrum if said selected 
bin satis?es one or more conditions. 

24. The method of claim 23, Wherein said netWork-tone 
indicator is generated if said selected bin has not changed by 
more than a selected amount and if said selected bin is 
Within a range of frequency corresponding to said netWork 
tone. 

25. The method of claim 19, Wherein said adjustment 
poWer spectrum comprises an estimated poWer spectrum 
that is adjusted based on said detection of one or more of 
said sound components. 

26. The method of claim 25, Wherein said adjustment of 
said estimated poWer spectrum comprises scaling said esti 
mated poWer spectrum by a selected amount if said netWork 
tone is not detected and said noise-activity is detected. 

27. The method of claim 26, Wherein said adjustment of 
said estimated poWer spectrum further comprises adjusting 
for said White-noise if said netWork-tone is not detected and 
said White-noise is detected. 

28. The method of claim 16, further comprising by 
passing of said detecting based on said input time-domain 
signal. 

29. The method of claim 28, Wherein said by-passing is 
performed if a selected value representative of said input 
time-domain signal remains less than a threshold value for 
a selected period of time. 

30. The method of claim 29, Wherein said threshold value 
is substantially Zero. 

31. A system for reducing audio noise, comprising: 

an input component con?gured so as to receive an input 
signal and generate a poWer spectrum corresponding to 
said input signal, said input signal having a signal-to 
noise raio; and 

a detector con?gured so as to detect presence of one or 
more sound components in said poWer spectrum; 

Wherein said detection is performed While maintaining 
said signal-to-noise ratio of said input signal at a 
substantially the same level. 

32. A system for reducing audio noise, comprising: 

means for generating a poWer spectrum corresponding to 
an input signal; 

means for detecting one or more sound components in 
said poWer spectrum; and 

means for adjusting said input signal based on detection 
of said one or more sound components. 

* * * * * 


